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ABSTRACT

Health monitoring is a significant application scenario of intelligent wearable devices.
In the era of an aging society and intelligent elderly care, the weak physical function
of the elderly will drive their demand for intelligent wearable devices and become an
important user group in this field. Related products will carry out differentiated desi-
gns according to the characteristics and demands of elderly user groups. Under the
vertical segmentation of scenes, the user experience will continue to upgrade, and the
continuous innovation of interaction methods is also accelerating. Especially with the
development of technology, AI improves interaction ability and data value, and the
requirements for voice interaction are improved. Voice is the natural interaction chan-
nel of intelligent wearable devices and the natural interaction mode of the elderly.
However, at present, less research focuses on the voice interaction of smartwatches,
especially on the sound details in different scenes. Based on the elderly exercise and
health scene, this study explores the voice interaction design of smartwatches to put
forward the corresponding voice interaction model and user experience design sug-
gestions, to promote reference in the field of voice interaction of intelligent wearable
devices.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of sensor and AI technology, the application scena-
rios of intelligent wearable devices are becoming more and more mature.
Digital exercise and health functions lead the upgrading direction of smar-
twatches and have become the main selling point. At the same time, with
the rising trend of China’s aging population and the advent of the big data
era, the health care of the elderly is gradually transferred to be more intelli-
gent with the further developed smart elderly-care industry (Qin 2021). As
typical products of intelligent wearable devices that can provide good health
management services, smartwatches have the advantages of lightness, por-
tability, and closeness. Smartwatches have a smaller volume, weaker screen
input function, and higher requirements for sound interaction. AI and voice
are combined to form intelligent assistants embedded into devices. It can acti-
vely extract practical information according to its database and continuously
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upgrade through self-learning to provide users with a more convenient and
straightforward system. It can release users’ hands, enabling users to realize
convenient interaction and improve the experience in different scenes. Furth-
ermore, in the case of physical function degradation such as vision loss, voice
interaction has naturally become a more suitable interaction mode for the
elderly (Wang 2019).

However, the user experience research of voice interaction pays less atten-
tion to the elderly. Although lots of research focuses on intelligent wearable
devices (Esfahani and Ganji 2021, Zhou and Zhou 2021, Sarkar and Chakra-
barti 2021), there still need more supplements on the related voice interaction
design. Designers had not fully considered the difficulties faced by the elderly
in voice interaction with different devices and scenes, and the user expe-
rience needs to be improved. From the perspectives of scene design (Sun
and Wu 2017, Jiang 2020), user-centered-design, and emotional design, this
paper analyzes the cognitive and psychological characteristics of the elderly.
It explores the elderly’s needs for exercise and voice interaction through field
observation and semi-structured interview research. Then put forward the
corresponding voice interaction design model and strategic suggestions to
improve the user experience, especially in the exercise and health scene, which
can provide some references for the aging design of voice interaction based
on intelligent wearable devices.

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

Overview of Smart Wearable Devices and Voice Interaction

Intelligent wearable devices comprehensively use various identification, sen-
sing technology, cloud service, other interaction, and storage technologies
to realize user interaction, live entertainment, human body monitoring, and
other functions. According to the product form, the related industry can
be divided into smart glasses, smartwatches, smart bracelets, smart helmets
(Peng et al. 2017), etc. Smartwatches use the built-in intelligent system to
connect the network to realize its function, synchronizing the phone, SMS,
email, photos, and music in the mobile phone. The embedded sensors can
also accurately track the changes in human indicators. With the maturity
of sensor and AI technology, the leading smartwatches on the market have
rich sports and health functions, which are mainly divided into two modu-
les: (1) Digital health. Monitor the heart rate, ECG, blood pressure, blood
oxygen, and other indicators, analyze the user’s health status and guide the
healthy life according to the intelligent algorithm; (2) Sports data analysis.
Monitor the amount of exercise in swimming, running, mountaineering, and
other activities, and analyze the indicators such as sports distance and calo-
rie consumption according to the algorithm to assist users scientifically and
effectively.

Voice interaction (Harris 2004) refers to the information transmission
between the user and the system through natural language. The user and
the system determine the design of the voice interface. A complete speech
interaction includes three main parts: speech recognition, natural language
processing, and speech synthesis, which continuously cycles to complete the
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whole process of human-computer interaction. At present, the widely used
voice interaction framework is mainly divided into four parts: awake, input,
understand, and feedback. Awake means that the user wakes up the system
with awake words or touch buttons; Input refers to the user’s voice input
through speaking; Understand means that the system understands the mea-
ning of the voice input by the user for subsequent response; Feedback refers
to that after decoding the user’s language, the system makes corresponding
instruction feedback, and conveys the results through voice or screen display.

Voice Interaction of Intelligent Wearable Devices

The voice control and interaction technology system of intelligent wearable
devices is critical to liberating users’ hands. Many mainstream smartwatches,
such as Apple Watch, Huawei Watch, and Xiaomi Watch, have embedded
intelligent voice assistant in the system, which can not only be used for
listening to songs, making phone calls, navigating, setting the alarm clock,
checking the weather and turning on sports mode, but also serve as the
access port and operation panel of smart home, which can turn on the air
purifier, turn off the fan, turn on the desk lamp, turn on the TV, etc.Multimo-
dal interaction (Turk 2014) is involved in the practical application scenario
of intelligent wearable devices. In addition to voice interaction, the whole
human-computer interaction process will also cooperate with other intera-
ction processes and feedback, such as biological information input, vibration
feedback, etc. Taking the smartwatch as an example, with the help of the
sensor, it can also trigger the wake-up process through the user’s health indi-
cators and other information or automatically input command information
through the sensor. After decoding the input information, the system can give
interactive feedback via voice, screen display, and vibration.

With the trend of an aging society and the development of intelligent
elderly-care, the weak physical function of the elderly will stimulate their
demand for intelligent wearable devices and become an important user group
in this field. Therefore, it is vital to carry out differentiated product design
according to the characteristics and demands of the elders, and the produ-
cts will become more intelligent, emotional, and universal. Voice interaction
has the following advantages for the elders: freeing hands and eyes, easing
the pressure of action, using intuitive interaction, low learning cost, and high
input efficiency. It also has the following disadvantages: increasing the burden
of information reception, vulnerability to environmental interference, and
fuzzy information receiving nodes. Using its advantages and optimizing its
weaknesses can improve the user experience of voice interaction products. In
each interaction stage, the cognitive differences of the elders will impact their
experiences. Therefore, we need to fully consider the elders’ characteristics
and the merits and demerits of voice interaction in the design process.

RESEARCH PROGRESS

Analysis of The Elderly’s Basic Characteristics

With the growth of age, people’s bodies are inevitably aging, and the phy-
siological, cognitive, and psychological characteristics in aging are also
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Figure 1: Cognitive load of voice interaction for the elderly and related design insights.

changing. As shown in Figure 1, the study summarizes the elderly’s cogni-
tive load of voice interactive (Wang and Yin 2021) by understanding their
basic features to guide the design better and meet their needs.

Analysis of The Elderly’s Physical Exercise

Relevant research (Yang et al. 2019) shows that among the primary physical
exercise activities of the elderly in China, the top three are “walking,” “dance
(square dance, social dance, folk dance, etc.),” and “running.” These activi-
ties are less limited by venues and facilities. They have lower requirements of
complicated skills and professional sports equipment, so they are more suita-
ble for the elderly in terms of physical quality and economic conditions. The
elderly usually do jogging, Taijiquan, and aerobics from 6:00 to 7:30 in the
morning. Evening exercise (about 2 hours after dinner) is the most common,
including popular activities such as running, dancing, aerobics and so on,
especially square dance. The elderly primarily exercises in parks and squares.
They generally lack professional knowledge and guidance, so they often cho-
ose sports projects that do not need professional equipment and expertise.
Therefore, parks and squares have become suitable venues for the majority
of the elderly.

User Interview Research: Demand Analysis on Exercises and Voice
Interaction of the Elderly

User interview is one of the most common qualitative research methods.
Through field observation and semi-structured interviews of 12 elderly, the
study explores the elderly’s needs in exercise and health scenes to under-
stand the main motivations and the pain points of voice interaction when
using intelligent wearable devices. The interview contents mainly include
the following topics: First, understand the basic information, daily life, and
exercise of the elderly. Second, understand the elderly’s acceptance and famili-
arity with voice interaction; Third, understand the elderly’s relevant thoughts
on the assisted activity of intelligent wearable devices. We sorted out the
corresponding demand pain points (Figure 2).

In general, the elderly pursue simplicity and convenience in the functional
needs of exercise and voice interaction. It is necessary to avoid complex ope-
rations and reduce the understanding cost of the elderly as much as possible
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Figure 2: Frequency of the elderly’s pain points and demands.

in the design progress. Another matter is to clearly and accurately understand
the input information from the elderly and give clear, accurate feedback to
hear, understand and react. It should avoid the screen operation as far as pos-
sible. If unavoidable, the screen should be more extensive, and the displayed
context should be large enough to be seen. At the same time, in the field of
exercise and the health of the elderly, it needs to meet the functional demands.
It needs to consider the emotional orders and convey humanized care to make
the elderly emotionally satisfied. In terms of voice and dialogue, it should be
as kind, positive, and friendly as possible so that the elderly can feel cared for
and try to eliminate their loneliness and sense of exclusion.

As suitable smartwatches, they should meet the exercise demands of the
elderly for significant activities such as walking, running, square dancing,
etc. It needs good functions such as monitoring and reminding, teaching gui-
dance, recording, and feedback. When it comes to voice interaction, a good
voice interface requires not only excellent natural voice understanding but
also strategies to help users understand the range of actions and commands
available in the interaction process, which needs to consider the following
voice interaction design principles: Predict and confirm the user’s intention;
Give appropriate implicit prompt; Ask in turn to reduce the cognitive load
of users; Progressive disclosure, providing rarely used options only after user
behavior indicates that these commands are needed; Flexible and efficient
system, to be convenient for voice interaction in exercise and health scene.

VOICE INTERACTION DESIGN MODEL

Through the analysis of the types of exercise activities and relevant needs
of the elderly in the previous chapters, based on the exercise functions sup-
ported by the mainstream smartwatches on the market, the voice interaction
motivation in the elderly exercise and health scene is divided into five cate-
gories: teaching guidance, health monitoring, exercise feedback, emergency
reminder, and common reminder. Based on the previous research and analysis
on the elderly’s exercises conditions and voice interaction demands, accor-
ding to the voice interaction motivation in the elderly exercise and health
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Figure 3: Voice interaction design model in elderly’s exercise and health scene.

scene, focuses on the perception part of the user’s perspective in the voice
interaction process, divide the content of voice interaction design into seve-
ral parts: role design (gender, personality) (Pradhan et al. 2018, Ji et al. 2019,
Niu 2021), voice interface design (sound feature design, dialogue content
design) (Alam and Riccardi 2014, Silnitskaya and Gusev 2013), visual inter-
face design and other interactive feedback. Then propose the voice interaction
design model of intelligent wearable devices in the elderly exercise and health
scene (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the user experience needs of intelligent wearable devi-
ces in the elderly’s exercise and health scene, studies smartwatches’ aging
voice interaction design, and puts forward the corresponding voice inte-
raction design model and user experience design suggestions. Due to the
influence of sample size, user cultural differences, language differences, and
other factors, it will not apply the voice interaction design strategy for the
elderly to intelligent wearable devices in a fixed mode. However, it still pro-
vides optimization direction for the applications of intelligent voice devices in
the aging industry and some suggestions for developing intelligent wearable
devices equipped with a voice interaction system. In the future, it would have
more design explorations from theoretical perspectives of acoustics, lingui-
stics, multimodal interaction, etc. We also plan to choose a specific Chinese
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elderly exercise to carry out targeted voice interaction system design and
application practice research to further verify the current voice design model
and make more relevant research.
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